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Quality Products that Work for You…

Quality comes first at Stone. We’ve been making handcrafted products for livestock producers since 1932. Over the years we’ve learned a great deal about quality. You can see it in the meticulous detail and workmanship of our products, and you can feel it in the way they perform.

We know you’re only going to choose Stone products if they perform to your complete satisfaction. Above all, we understand that our products must not only make your job safer, easier and more effective, they must also add to your bottom line.

We value quality and performance just as much as you do. The best way to appreciate the true quality of a Stone product is to experience it for yourself. We take pride in making products that work for you.
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Pro Rotary Tattoo Outfit

Mark thousands of animals in comfort — without repeating yourself!

Pro Rotary 5-Chain Tattoo
Better herd management with thousands of combinations possible.

- Sturdy construction, built to last.
- Double-action handle.
- Heat treated sideplates.
- Bites deep, with short, easy pull to prevent forearm fatigue.
- Lightweight cast aluminum alloy.

Product # 3600 – STANDARD MODEL: Features digits 0-9 with 2 blanks. Includes pliers and 3 oz. ink jar.
Product # 3605 – CUSTOM MODEL: Special order, call for order form.

You can order any combination of numbers, letters and blanks on all 5 chains.

Pro Rotary 4-Chain Tattoo
Same features as the 5-chain model.

Product # 3700 – STANDARD MODEL: Features digits 0-9 with 2 blanks. Includes pliers and 3 oz. ink jar.
Product # 3705 – CUSTOM MODEL: Special order, call for order form.
You can order any combination of numbers, letters and blanks on all 4 chains.

Standard Rotary Tattoo Outfit
Works hard, saves time and money, makes fast work of marking large herds.

- Thousands of 4-digit combinations.
- Fast, easy advance to next number.
- Nylon rollers and pawls.
- Brass digit plates with nickel-plated steel needles that punch clear tattoos.

Product # 3500 – STANDARD MODEL: Features 0-9, with 2 blanks. Includes pliers and 3 oz. ink jar.
Product # 3505 – CUSTOM MODEL: Special order, call for order form. You can order any combination of numbers, letters and blanks on all 4 chains.

ProVet-500 Tattoo Plier
Compound action tattoo plier — a hard-working tool for hard-working hands.

- Holds up to 5 standard 3/8" digits.
- Designed especially for veterinarians and herdsmen who work hundreds of animals per day.
- Easy action reduces forearm strain and fatigue.
- Unbeatable quality, design, performance.
- Digit retainer clip can be used as flip-up or lock-down.

Product # 3200 – ProVet-500 Tattoo Plier
Product # 32009 – ProVet-500 Tattoo Plier with ink holder
Tattoo Outfits

Revolving Head Tattoo Outfit

Double-sided, adds versatility and trims hours off large jobs.
- Revolving head holds 2 tattoos with up to 4 digits each.
- Your farm or registration number on one side, animal number opposite.
- Made of tough aluminum alloy.
- Available WITH or WITHOUT positive ear release that lifts needles, prevents scratched tattoos.
- Includes plier, set of 3/8" digits 0-9 and 3 oz. jar of ink.

Product # 2630 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2625 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 2629 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY, WITH positive ear release
Product # 26309 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release WITH ink holder
Product # 26259 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release WITH ink holder

F-100 Tattoo Outfit

Same construction as Stone’s Standard model, but designed for Franklin F-100 tattoo digits.
- Includes plier, set of F-100 digits 0-9 and 3 oz. ink jar.
- NOTE: Will make uneven tattoo if mixed with Stone Standard digits, since F-100 has .05" longer needles.

Product # 2865 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2855 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 2870 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2860 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 28559 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release WITH ink holder
Product # 28659 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release WITH ink holder

Small Animal Tattoo Outfit

Same size plier as Stone’s Standard model, but holds 5 smaller digits.
- Holds five 5/16" digits.
- Favored by sheep producers.
- Strong aluminum alloy body.
- Positive ear release lifts ear off needles, prevents scratched tattoos.
- Unique design prevents digits being inserted upside down.
- Includes plier, set of 5/16" digits 0-9, and 3 oz. ink jar.

Product # 2745 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2735 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 2750 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2740 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 27359 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release WITH ink holder
Product # 27459 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release WITH ink holder

Standard 3/8" Tattoo Outfit

Stone’s most popular model holds four 3/8" digits.
- Positive ear release lifts ear off needles, prevents scratched tattoos.
- Strong, lightweight aluminum alloy pliers.
- Easy change digits can’t be inserted upside down.
- Outfit includes plier, set of 3/8" digits 0-9 and 3 oz. jar of ink.

Product # 2515 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release
Product # 2505 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 2520 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY WITH positive ear release
Product # 2510 – Tattoo PLIER ONLY WITHOUT positive ear release
Product # 25059 – Tattoo Outfit, WITHOUT positive ear release WITH ink holder
Product # 25159 – Tattoo Outfit, WITH positive ear release WITH ink holder
#300 Pet/Pig Tattoo Outfit

Ideal for marking locations too small for standard size plier head. Especially good for rabbits, dogs, cats, chickens and pigs.

- Holds four #300 digits in 1.25" space or six #300 digits in 1.875" space.
- Strong, lightweight aluminum alloy plier.
- Outfit includes plier, set of #300 0-9 digits and ink.

Product # 3080 – 4-space, #300 Pet Tattoo Outfit, (Black Ink)
Product # 3090 – 6-space, #300 Pet Tattoo Outfit, (Black Ink)
Product # 3075 – 4-space, #300 Pig Tattoo Outfit, (Green Ink)
Product # 3077 – 6-space, #300 Pig Tattoo Outfit, (Green Ink)
Product # 3085 – 4-space, #300 Tattoo PLIER ONLY
Product # 3095 – 6-space, #300 Tattoo PLIER ONLY

# 3080

3/16" Baby Animal Tattoo Outfit

Ideal for marking extremely tight locations and baby animals. Especially good for piglets under 1 week old.

- Plier holds four 3/16" digits in 7/8" space or six 3/16" digits in 1.25" space.
- Strong, lightweight aluminum alloy plier.
- Outfit includes plier, set of 3/16" digits, 0-9 and ink.

Product # 3110 – 3/16" 4-space, Tattoo Outfit, (Black Ink)
Product # 3120 – 3/16" 6-space, Tattoo Outfit, (Black Ink)
Product # 3140 – 3/16" 4-space, Tattoo Outfit, (Green Ink)
Product # 3105 – 3/16" 4-space, Tattoo PLIER ONLY
Product # 3115 – 3/16" 6-space, Tattoo PLIER ONLY

# 3110

**Lip Tattoo**

- Makes permanent tattoo on horse’s upper lip, without harm to animal.
- Tough, aluminum alloy shaft, flat wood handle.

Product # 2975 – Lip Tattoo, up to 5 spaces for 5/16" digits
Product # 2976 – Lip Tattoo, up to 4 spaces for 3/8" digits

**Body Stamper Tattoo Applicator**

- Produces permanent tattoo without harming animal.
- Ideal for shoulder marking.
- Strong, lightweight applicator.

Product # 3310 – Applicator Only – Single Row, Holds either four #300 digits or six 3/16" digits in one row
Product # 3320 – Applicator Only – Double Row, Holds either 2 rows of 4 each #300 digits or 2 rows of 6 each 3/16" digits

**Tattoo Work Box**

- Convenient storage for equipment, digits and ink.
- Sturdy molded plastic.
- Designed to store and carry two pliers (Rotary and Standard).

Product # 2600 – Tattoo Work Box
Tattoo Outfits & Supplies

**Hog Slapper Tattoo**
- Ideal balance and 15" length for easy swing and positive tattoo.
- Lightweight (1-1/2 lb.) solid aluminum construction.
- Spring-loaded plunger makes changing digits fast, easy.
- Ergonomic grip design.

Product # 32300 – Slapper only, 6 spaces
(2 rows of up to three 5/8” digits)
Product # 32100 – Slapper only, 4 spaces (1 row of 5/8” digits)
Product # 32400 – Commercial Slapper only, 4 spaces
(1 row of 3/4” or 1” digits)

**Rotary Head Slapper, 4 spaces**
Self-contained, does not need separate digits – has 1 row of 4 rotating 3/8” digits.

Product # 32700 – Rotary Hog Slapper – Underhand
Product # 32705 – Custom Rotary Hog Slapper – Underhand
Product # 32710 – Rotary Hog Slapper – Overhand
Product # 32715 – Custom Rotary Hog Slapper – Overhand

**Hog Slapper Tattoo Digits**
Steel needles set in metal alloy base.
NOTE: Digit height is actual height of digit –

Product # 32305 – 5/8” Standard digits
(0-9 set plus 2 blanks) (not shown)
Product # 32310 – 5/8” Individual digits (letters or numbers)
(not shown)
Product # 32405 – 3/4” Commercial digits (0-9 set plus 2 blanks)*
Product # 32410 – 3/4” Commercial individual digits (letters or numbers)*
Product # 32505 – 1” Commercial digits (0-9 set plus 2 blanks)*
Product # 32510 – 1” Commercial individual digits (letters or numbers)*

* For use in commercial slapper only
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Tattoo Digits

Tattoo Digits –
Precision crafted
- Nickel-plated steel needles set in fiberglass reinforced nylon base.
- Sharp!
- Available in numbers and letters.
- Sizes to fit all Stone pliers.
- Special and custom digits available. Call for selections.

5/16" Small Animal Tattoo Digits
Product # 4215 – Numbers 0-9
Product # 4220 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4225 – Single letters or numbers

3/16" Tattoo Digits
Product # 4420 – Numbers 0-9 with 2 blanks
Product # 4425 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4430 – Single letters or numbers

3/8" Standard Tattoo Digits
Letters and numbers for use in 3/8" Tattoo Pliers.
Product # 4101 – Numbers 0-9
Product # 4105 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4110 – Single letters or numbers
Product # 4460 – V within shield

#300 Pet and Baby Pig Tattoo Digits
Narrower letters and numbers for use in #300 Tattoo Pliers.
Product # 4445 – Numbers 0-9 with 2 blanks
Product # 4450 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4455 – Single letters or numbers

F-100 Tattoo Digits
Product # 4330 – Numbers 0-9
Product # 4335 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4340 – Single letters or numbers
Product # 4461 – V within shield

3/8" Tattoo Digits
Letters and numbers for use in 3/8" Tattoo Pliers.
Product # 4101 – Numbers 0-9
Product # 4105 – Letters A-Z
Product # 4110 – Single letters or numbers
Product # 4460 – V within shield
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Tattoo Supplies

Hog Slapper Tattoo Ink Pad
4" square metal box with handle and foam pad.
Product # 32215 – Hog Slapper Ink Box with Pad
Product # 32251 – Foam Ink Pad

USDA Hog Slap Tattoo Ink
Produces crisp, long-lasting tattoo marks.
• Indelible black.
• USDA Approved.
Product # 32600 – Hog Slap Tattoo Ink, gallon

Tattoo Ink—Quart
Produces crisp, permanent tattoo marks.
• Indelible black.
Product # 32225 – Tattoo Ink, quart

Tattoo Ink—Jar
Produces crisp, permanent tattoo marks.
• Indelible black.
• Available in 3 oz. jars.
Product # 6500 – Tattoo Ink, six 3 oz. jars (cartons of 6 only)

Black or Green Tattoo Paste Ink
Permanent black ink.
• Tube allows for easy application.
Product # 6512 – BLACK Ink, Six 1 oz. tubes (cartons of 6 only)
Permanent green ink recommended for dark-colored ears.
• Tube allows for easy application.
Product # 6522 – GREEN Ink, Six 1 oz. tubes (cartons of 6 only)
Product # 6524 – GREEN Ink, One 5 oz. tube (sold each)
Tattoo Digits

Roll-on Tattoo Ink
Time-saving, easy-to-use roll-on.
- Available in two colors: green for dark-colored ears or traditional black.
Product # 6510 – BLACK Ink, Six 2 oz. roll-ons (cartons of 6 only)
Product # 6526 – GREEN Ink, Six 2 oz. roll-ons (cartons of 6 only)

Tattoo Ink Holder
Holds Stone Roll-On Tattoo ink bottle conveniently on plier for efficient application. Right or left hand use, for following pliers:
- Standard
- F-100
- Revolving Head
- ProVet
- Small Animal
Product # 6580 – Tattoo Ink Holder

NOTE: May also be bought as a kit with any of the pliers listed above with pliers pre-drilled.

Hard Working Tools
For Hard Working Hands

Tools that were made with you in mind. The ones that can stand up to the punishment of the tough jobs – just like your own hands. When they’re built this tough, a closer look will tell you they’re from Stone.

The unbeatable combination of quality and performance – that’s what goes into every product that carries the brand name Stone. We believe our brand name is our reputation. That’s why we insist that every product that carries the name Stone is the best in design, quality and performance. Stone products made in the United States are built to last. Check them out for yourself.